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The subspaces G" GI', and G ~ i~, fi ~ 0) of Schwartz' space S' in \0, +x.) are
associated with the Hankel transform in the same way as the Gel'fand-Shilov
spaces S" 51', and S~ are associated with the Fourier transform. Indeed,
if we consider the Hankel transform H, Ii' > -II defined by .Jf;.(f)(t) =

q,: (xl) "x'J,(,,//:;) fIx) dx then Jr',. is an isomorphism from G x ' GI', and G~
onto G'. Gil, and Gr" respectively. So, the spaces G~ are invariant for .#;. In this
paper, we characterize the spaces G; (~~ J) in terms of their Fourier-Laguerre
coefficients. Also, we characterize the range of the Fourier-Laplace operator .F"
defined by .~)(f)(lr)=f,;f(t)e ,""(1,,,"1 "" l dt for wED=:Il'EC:lwlo(l:
when it acts on the space G:. t 14<n Academic Pfe~iio. Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

The spaces of type S (S~, Sfi , and S~) were introduced by I. M. Gel'fand
and G. E. Shilov to extend the Fourier transform to a class of functionals
larger than that of tempered distributions. Their topological duals (tem
pered ultradistribution spaces) have been successfully used in Cauchy
problems, in differential operator theory, and also in spectral analysis (see
[GSI], [GS2]).

In order for a function f to belong to these spaces, the order in k and
p ofsuPIE~ Itkf(PI(t)1 is forced to be bounded by a double fixed sequence:
sequences of types CpAkpk, C k B"p'ip, and CA k BPpkpfil' for the spaces S"
Sfi , and S~, respectively.

The spaces S~ are the most important of them, because as Schwartz
space S, they are invariant under the Fourier transform. All these spaces
have been characterized in terms of the Fourier-Hermite coefficients.
Hermite orthogonal system and Fourier transform are related to each other
because the functions of this orthonormal system are the eigenfunctions for
the Fourier transform. Here, it is worthwhile to mention the theory of the
Fourier transform developed by Korevaar from the point of view of
Hermite expansions [K].
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L. Schwartz [S] proved that a function is in the space S if and only if
its sequence of Fourier-Hermite coefficients is a rapidly decreasing
sequence. Several authors have proved (see, e.g., [A], [EG]) that a func
tion f belongs to S ~ if and only if there exist two constants c > 0, a > I
such that its sequence of Fourier-Hermite coefficients satisfies

for n ~ O.

Let us consider the transform analogous to the Fourier transform for the
positive real line (0, +:;0), that is, the Hankel-Clifford transform .~

defined by

and the Laguerre orthonormal system (L,,(t) e r
i 2)" (here, L,,(t) are the

Laguerre polynomials) in L 2(0, +x ). As in the previous case, the functions
L,,(t) e 12 are eigenfunctions for the Hankel-Clifford transform.

The Hankel-Clifford transform is an isomorphism from the Schwartz
space defined in (0, +x) (denoted by S +) onto itself, and it has been
proved (see [01], [Gu], [Z]) that as for the space S, a function in the
space S + is characterized because its Fourier-Laguerre sequence is a
rapidly decreasing one.

Recently, the author [D2] introduced the subspaces G" Gil, and G~ of
the Schwartz space S+. They are associated with the Hankel,Clifford
transform in the same way as the Gel'fand-Shilov spaces are associated
with the Fourier transform. Thus, the spaces G~ are invariant under the
Hankel-Clifford transform.

A natural question arises:

QUESTION I. What happens with the Fourier-Laguerre coefficients in
these spaces?

Let us note that for I ~ ~ ~ 2 this question has been solved. Indeed, in
[02], we proved that the spaces G~ are very related to the spaces S~;.

More precisely

(here, Xeven denotes the subspace of the even functions which belong to X).

Hence, our question is equivalent to the following: (see [EG]):

QUESTION 2. What happens with the Fourier coefficients in the spaces

s~t even with respect to the orthonormal system (flL,,(x2) e "/2)n?

S. J. L. van Eijndhoven and 1. de Graaf proved in [EG] that, for
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I ~x ~ 2, a function I belongs to the space S ~t even if and only if there
exist two constants c > 0, a> I such that

for n ~ 0,

where (a,J// is the Fourier sequence (with respect to (fiL//(x 2 )e ,'/2)//) of
the function f

Also, in [03], the answer to Question I for ex = I can be found.
As the main result of this paper, we give a complete answer to

Question I (and so to Question 2) (Section 3). We prove that (as for the
space S~) in order for a function to belong to Ihe space G~ (for ex ~ I) it
is neccessary and sufficient that there exist two constants, C > 0, a> I such
that its sequence of Fourier Laguerre coefficients satisfies

for /1 ~ O.

We extend this result for the generalized Laguerre orthonormal system
and for the dual space (G:r.

Two integral transforms playa fundamental role in the proof of these
results. One of them is the above-mentioned Hankel-Clifford transform.
The other is the Fourier-Laplace type of operator '~f) defined by

.~)(f)(II')=f' .r(t)e 112)(11+ .. ),11 H'))'dt
o

for II' E D. (1.I )

We characterize the range of the operator '#'f) acting in the space G:.
In [02], we stated the relation between our spaces of type G and the

Gel'fand-Shilov spaces defined on (0, +Cf]). In particular, we proved that
G,=S~+ for ex~O and that G,IcS+fl -

1 for f3~ 1. To complete this paper
(Section 4), we prove (from an exhaustive study of the operator Yf)) that
the above result is the best possible; that is, Gfl is always different from the
space S + fl 1, and S + II 1 is the smallest space of type S + ", which contains
the space Gil.

Notatio/1s. As usual IR, C, and N denote real, complex, and nonnegative
integer numbers. We write eN for the space of complex sequences. Given
a complex number z, its real and imaginary parts are denoted by 9lz and
3z, respectively. Finally, 1

"
and II' denote the Bessel functions of the first

kind and the Bessel functions of the imaginary argument, respectively.

2. PRELIMINARIES

To begin with, we give the definitions of the spaces S +, G" Gfl , and G~,

for ex, f3 ~ o.
S+ = {IE (6'" ((0, +x)) : Ilk, p ~ 0, 3Ck .1' > 0, .

sup ltkjll'l(t)i ~ Ck. p }

1>0
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G,= {fES+: 3A, Cp>O, Vk, p~O,

sup Itlk+p)/2flp)(t)l::::; CpAkk l'i2lk}
1>0

G/J={fES+ :3B, Ck>O, Vk,p~O,

sup It 1k + p)/2flp)(1)I::::; CkBPp (fii2)p}
1>0

G~ = {f E S+ : 3A, B, C > 0, Vk, p ~ 0,
sup It 'k +P1 i2fIPI(1)I::::;; CA kBPkl'i21kpW211'}.
1>0
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We endow the spaces G" GfI, and G~ with the obvious inductive limit
topology (see Section 2 of [02]).

We briefly comment on some properties of these spaces which we use in
this paper.

Here, we introduce spaces of type G using 11·11", norm. In [02], we used
11·112, but as we noted in Note 2.2(a) of [02], both 11·11 x and 11·112 norms
give the same spaces.

As for spaces of type S (see [Ka]), we proved that G~=G,nGfi.

Moreover, in order for f E G~, it is enough that f E S + and there exist
constants A, B, C>°such that

II tklf(t)II2::::;; CA kk(,/2)k

II tp2fII'I(1)112::::; CBPp(/J/2)I'

for k ~O

for p~O

(2.1 )

(see the proof of Lemma 3.4 in [02]).
The spaces G" Gfl are closed under differentiation and multiplication by

t (see part(d) of Note 2.2 and Lemma 3.3 in [02]). As G~ = G, n GfJ, it
follows that the space G~ has the same property.

As we wrote in the Introduction, the spaces are associated with the
Hankel-Clifford transform in the same way as the Gel'fand-Shilov spaces
are associated with the Fourier transform. We state this result in the
following (Theorem 3.5 of [02]):

THEOREM A. The Hankel-Clifford tran.~form ~, (}' > -1) defined hy

is an isomorphism from the spaces G" GfJ, and G~ onto G\ GIl' and Gil'
respectively. Hence, the space G~ is invariant for this transform. I
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We recall that the key in the proof of Theorem A IS the formula (see
Lemma 3.2 of [02])

which we also use in this paper.
Let us introduce the so-called fractional power of the Hankel- Clifford

transform .fc.;: L 2( (0, +:X), (' dt) -+ L 2( (0, +:X), t' dt) defined by

11'21111+ctll clll

x f' e

°
11/21111 +clill I I ".," " (2 \,/xtZ) .C\(xtz) '-x'( ~ f(x)dx

(where z E C, Izi = I, z -# I), which is an isometry from e((O, +.x), t" dt)
onto itself.

The Hankel-Clifford transform can be obtained by putting z = -1 in
this formula. In [02, Theorem 3.5], we proved Ihat this transform is an
isomorphism from the space G~ onto itself. However, this transform is not
so well behaved when acting on the other spaces of type G. Indeed, if we
put cPc(t) = e11/ 21i1 \ + c)(l :)\', then:

THEOREM B. The fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford transfcJr/ll 1" r
is an isomorphism from G, onto cP c I G' = {cP c I f(t) : f E G'}. I

In the last section of this paper, we prove that the space G' is always
different from the space cP c I G~.

As we said in the Introduction, Question 1 was solved in [03] for:x = I.
Indeed, the space G: is the same as the space 5 ~ ° which was thoroughly
studied in [03J (see the last section for the definition of 5 to). The dual
of the space 5 ~o is especially important in relation to the Fourier-Laplace
operator (1.1). Indeed, (5 ~o)' is the largest space where this operator can
be defined so that its range consists of analytic functions on the unit
disc. In [03], we proved that for every analytic function F in D, there
exists a uniq ue functional u in (5 to)' such that F( It') = ~) (u)( It') =
<u(t), e 11/2)((1 + H'ldl HilI).

As the fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford transform .Y~. i' is an
isomorphism from the space 5 to = G: onto itself, by dualizing, we can
extend this transform to the space (5 to)'. We show that there is a close
relation between the transform .fc. ° and :#'D: Indeed, for a functional
u E (5 to)', the function which we obtain from the analytic function
:#'D(U)(W) by doing a rotation of angle p in the variable W is almost the
same as the function which we obtain by applying the operator '~D to
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the functional.!,.,,,. o( u) (see Lemma 3.4 of this paper for a more precise
formulation of this relation).

Let us consider the generalized Laguerre orthonormal system in
e((O, +x), f' dt) (y> - I), that is,

where L;;(t) are the Laguerre polynomials.
It is well known that the functions in this orthogonal system are eigen

functions for the Hankel-Clifford transform, more precisely, ,ff,(5£ ;~( t)) =
(-It (r(n+}'+ I)/n!) -L25£;;U).

Next, we give an estimate of the Laguerre polynomials which we will
need to establish a sufficient condition for a sequence to be the sequence of
Fourier-Laguerre coefficients of a function in the space G~.

In [04], we proved the following bounds on the Laguerre polynomials
and their derivatives:

If k, p, nE N, f~O, and }' ~O then

Itk(L~(t) e 1/2)11'11 ~ 2 mini,. kW(n + I) ... (n + k) C+ P + m:x('/, - k, 0))
(2.3 )

and we stated that these bounds are sharp.
However, using the fact that the functions in the Laguerre orthonormal

system are eigenfunctions for the Hankel-Clifford transform and the
formula (2.2), these bounds can be improved for certain values of k and p.

Indeed, taking in these bounds k = p/2, and for p ~ 2i', we get

(Here, [x] denotes the integral part of the real number x.) Note that the
order in n in these bounds is n3

1'i2 + I. We prove that actually, the order in
n can be taken to be nl'i2 + 4 + ;'.

LEMMA 2.1. If p, n E N, f ~ 0, and "/ ~ 0, then

ItP2(L;~(t) e li2 )11')1

~32(p+4)(n+l) ... (n+[~J+3)(fl+I)(n:i} (2.4)
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Proof We first prove the lemma for }' = O. Indeed, from (2.3), we get

Ilt(p+kli2(L,,(t) e ti2)( kI I1
2

~2P+k+5(n+ 1) ... (n+[P;kj+2)(n:k). (2.5)

Since ~(L,,(t)e 1/2)=(_I)"L,,(t)e- ti2 , from (2.2) and (2.5), we get

Ilt(p+kli2(L,,(t) e ti2) IP1 112 = Ilt(P+kli2(Jro(L,,(t) e ti2))( Pl I1
2

= 2 p+k IltIP+kli2(L,,(t) e ti2)lkll12

k+J ([P+k1 )(n+k)~ 2 ·4 -(n +I) . .. n+-2-J+2 n .

(2.6 )

Hence, using the Holder inequality, we get

lfPi2(L,,(t) e- ti2 )(P 1
1 ~ 32(p +4)(n +I)··· (n +[~j+3) (n +I).

Now, using

we have

1fP/2(L~(t)e ti2)( pl
l

~32(p+4)(n+ 1) ... (n+[~j+3)(n+ I)(n:}')

and the lemma is proved. I

3. FOURIER-LAGUERRE COEFFICIENTS IN THE SPACE G:
In this section, we characterize the space G: (IX ~ I) in terms of the

Fourier-Laguerre coefficients. To begin with, we give a sufficient condition
on the Fourier-Laguerre coefficients of a function f so that this function is
in the space G:.

LEMMA 3.1. LetfEL2(O,+oo)andIX~1;weputa,,=J~f(t)L,,(t)e-ti2dt

for its Fourier-Laguerre coefficients. If there exist constants c> 0 and a> 1
such that

then fE G:
1.' I'.lanl ~ca-" Jor n~O (3.1 )
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Proof From (2.1), it is enough to prove that the function I belongs to
the space S + and satisfies

and

for k ~ 0

for p?- 0 (3.2 l

for certain constants A, B, C> O.
As (a ll )lI is a rapidly decreasing sequence, it follows that IE S+.
Now, taking into account that ex ?- 1, it follows that a - ,,1> ~ M\a (" +<1"

for x ,?- 0 and for a certain constant M > 0 which only depends on a, hence,
from (2.5) and (3.1), we get

II tk,zl(tlllZ = IlL alltk/ZL,,(t)e t/zl1
I n 2

( [kJ )1[ki21+Z)
~c2kMl[k2]+Z)~a-(,,+[k/Z]+Z)J'n+ "2 +2 . (3.3 )

But the function Pu.,.(x)= v-lX+u)"(x+u)" (u,?-O, v>l) attains its
maximum value on the interval ( - u, +00 ) at the point x = ((Xu/log v)' - u.
Hence, from (3.3) we get

for certain constants C, A > O.
From (2.6), the inequality (3.2) can be proved in the same way. I
The rest of this section is devoted to proving that actually, the sufficient

condition stated in Lemma 3.1 is also necessary.
To prove this result, we study the behaviour of the Fourier-Laplace

operator defined by

3"D(f)(W) = fa:: I(t) e-(I/Z)«1 + ><)/ll- "lit dt
o

for WE D (3.4 )

in the space G~.

Why is it interesting to study this operator? Given a function
IE L Z(O, + (0), there exists a closed relation between the function '?n (Il
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and the Fourier~Laguerre coefficients of f Indeed, the Fourier~Laguerre

coefficients of f are almost the Taylor coefficients of the analytic function
:FD(I). This result is also true for the space (S; 0)' (see Proposition 3.2 of
[03]):

THEOREM C. Let UE(S;o)' and a" = <u, L,,(t)e li2). Then

In view of this theorem, it will be interesting to have a characterization
of the analytic functions on the unit disc whose sequence of Taylor coef
ficients (a"),, satisfies (3.1) for certain constants c > 0 and a> 1:

LEMMA 3.2. Let FE H(D) and IX ~ O. If we put F(II') = (I - 11') L:" a" 11''',
then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) There exist constants C, A > 0 such that

for p ~ 0 (3.5 )

and for WED.

(ii) There exist constants c> 0, a> 1 such that

la I~ ca "IT

" '" for n ~ O.

Proof We write F(w) = L:" h" It''', where h" = a" - a" I (a ~ 1= 0).

(i)--+(ii). Since F(")(w)=L:"~,, n(n-I) .. ·(n-p+ I)h"w"", from
the hypothesis, we get

In(n - I) .. · (n - p + I) b,,1 ~ CA"p'" for n ~ p.

Since n(n - 1) ... (n - p + 1)~ e "n" for n ~ p, we have

{
(eA)" P'''}Ih,,1 ~ C inf .

", "~,, n"
(3.6 )

We can assume that the constant A is greater than I. Then, if P~ n the
number (eA)" p'P/nP is greater than (eAY n'''/n'', and so the infimum in
(3.6) can be taken varying on p~O. Thus, from (2) and (3) in [GSI,
pp. 169-170], we have

Ib"I~C inf {(eA)"p'P}~ca-"LT
P~O nP
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for certain constants c> °and a> 1. Now, (i) ---+ (ii) follows because

n

a,,= L bk ·

k~O

289

(ii)---+(i). Indeed, since F(")(w) = L";;,,, n(n - I) '" (n - p + I)
(a"-a,, I)W" ", we get

But the function p( x) = x"u xl' (u > I) attains its maximum value on the
interval (0, +XJ) at the point x = (~p/log u)'. Now, it is easy to finish the
proof. I

Hence, we must prove that if a function / belongs to the space G~, then
the analytic function .'FIJ(/) satisfies part(i) of the previous lemma.

The following theorem is a first step in this proof.

THEOREM 3.3. LeI/ E G> and (J. ~ O. Then there exist constants C, A > 0
such that if wED and ~w ~ 0, then

for all p;:::, 0.

Proo[ From (3.4) and using the chain rule for higher derivatives (see
[Sc, p. 12]), we get

" ( I)k k (k)
(.'FIJ )(") (/)(11') = k~1 ~! "~I (-I)"' m

x (~~)k-", ((~ ~)"')(")
21-w 21-11'

x{" (-t)k/(t)e (1/2)1(1+,,)/(1 1I))'dt. (3.7)

For Iw[ ~ I and 9tw ~O, we have

1

1+ wi-- ~1.
1-11'

By induction on m, it can be proved that

I((
~)"')(")I~ 2"'m ... (m + p - I)
1-11' 11-11'1"'+"

for WE D. (3.8 )
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Hence, for Iwi :s:; 1 and 9iw:S:; 0, we get

!(G:~ :::fYP'1 :s:; m '1'1' ~':17";+~ 1):s:; m· .. (m + p - I).

Also, since f E G" we get !tkf(t) I :s:; M Bkk,k for certain constants M, B> O.
Hence, we have

I
r" (-t)kf(t)e 1121111+,,)/(1 "llldtl:S:;M'(B'lkkXk for WED
'Il

and certain constants M', B' > O.
From (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain

I' I k (k)
!(.:F,))(PI (f)(a')I:S:; L -k L m··· (m + p - I) M'(B')k k,k

k~1 .! m~1 In

(2p)' P I
:s:; M' -,-' L -. (2B')k k,k

p. k~ I k.

:s:; CAPp'P

for certain constants C, A > O. I
Let us consider a function f in the space G~ = G, n G'. Using the fact

that the function belongs to the space G" from Theorem 3.3, we get that
on the left side of the unit disc, the function .'FoCf) satisfies

I(.?oCf))(I') (w)1 :s:; CAPp'P for p ~ O. (3.9)

But, what happens on the right side of the unit disc? In other words, what
is the analytic function .'Fo(f)( - w) on the left side of the unit disc like?

Let us consider a related question which will solve the previous one:
Given a functional UE (S~o)', and its associated analytic function .'Fo(u),
consider the analytic function g which we obtain from :'Fo (u) by doing a
rotation in the variable, that is, g( w) = .'Fo(u)(z 0 w), when z0 is a fixed com
plex number of modulus equal to I. As we said above, there exists another
functional VE(S~o)' such that g(w)=.'Fo(v)(w). The question is: What is
the relation between u and v like? As we said in Section 2, the fractional
power of the Hankel~ClifTord transform .f~(). 0 plays an important role in
answering this q'uestion:

LEMMA 3.4. Let U E (S ~o)'. Let us consider the analytic function
g( w) = .'Fo(u )(zo w) .for Zo satisfying IZol = I and Zo *I. Then if we put

((
I +zo) . ,)v= -2- 6+(I-zo)b * (·.¢'oo.o(u))

we get g(wl=.:F,)(v)(w)for WED.
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Proof From Theorem C, we get for the function g the expression

g(w) = (1 - zow) L a"z3w",

"
where a" = (u, L,,(t) e - (/2 >.

From Corollary 4.7 in [03], we get

It is straightforward that

291

for p ~ 0 and 11' E D

Since '~o.o(L,,(t)e (2)=z3L,,(t)e (/2, we get (.'=o.o(u), L,,(t)e (/2>=
z~a", and again from Theorem C, it follows that

Hence, the lemma is proved. I
Now, we return to our question: What is the analytic function

3i'D(f)( - 11') on the left side of the unit disc like? Note that from the pre
vious lemma, we have that the analytic function 3i'D(f)( -11') is very related
to the analytic function 3i'D(£b(f))(w) (because of the equality.f l, 0 = £~).

This relation is the key to stating the next corollary, where we prove that
also on the right side of the unit disc, the analytic function '~D(f)(W) (for
IE G~) satisfies (3.9):

COROLLARY 3.5. Let I E G~ and:x ~ 1. Then there exist constants C,
A > 0 such that

I(JI'D(f))lpI(w)1 ~ CAPp~P

and lim" _ I 3i'D(.f)( 11') = o.
Proof First of all, as IE S+, from Theorem C, it follows that

lim" _ l 3i'D (f)( 11' ) = O.
Since G~ = G, (\ G\ the hypothesis is equivalent to IE G~ and IE G'.

Hence, by Theorem 3.3, we have proved the thesis when 11' E D and 9111' ~ O.
Let us consider the function h(t) = Jf"~(f)(t) and the functional

g = 215' * £b(f) = 2~(f)(O)· 15 + Jf"~(f)(t).

From Lemma 3.4, we get
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As f E G\ from Theorem A, it follows that Yf"J E G, and since G, is closed
under differentiation, we get hE G,. Again, by applying Theorem 3.3, the
proof is finished. I

Now, Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3.5, Theorem C, and Lemma 3.2 give the
main result in this paper:

THEOREM 3.6. LetfEC(O,+rxJ),:x~I, a,,=f(~f(t)L,,(t)e ti2dt, and
.9'oU)( w) he as in (3.4). Tlu; following conditions are equivalent:

(i) There exist two constants c > 0 and a> 1 such that

for n ~ O.

(ii) The function f helongs to the space G~.

(iii) There exist constants C, A > 0 such that

1.9't\f)(w)1 ~ CAPp'P

and lim" ~ I .~)U)(w) = o.

for p ~ 0 and WED

Conversely, given a sequence (an)" satisfying condition (i) or given an
analytic function F on the unit disc sati.ljl'ing the hounds (3.5) and
lim" ~ I F( 11') = 0, there exists f E G~ such that a" = J;;: f( t) L,,( t) e 'i2 dt for
n EN and ,~)(f)(w)= F(w) for II' E D.

Now, we extend condition (i) of the previous theorem for the generalized
Laguerre polynomials.

Indeed, for ,'> -}, the sequence

(3.10)

is called the y Fourier-Laguerre coefficients of f

COROLLARY 3.7. Let fEL 2(0,+x), }'~O, and (a~;J)" he as in (3.10).
Then f E G: (:x ~ 1) if and only if there exist two constants c > 0, a> 1
(which depend on ,') such that la;,r II ~ ca .. ,,1' for all n ~ O.

Proof Because Lk I(r)1 <x for any }' ~ 0, the proof is the same as that
of Theorem 2.4 in [03]. I

Let us consider the sequence space

{(a,,),,: 3a> I, II(a")"lla=sup{la"a,,I'I} < en}.
n
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We can endow this space with an inductive limit topology. Hence, since the
canonical sequence (em,,,),, defined by

em,n = ~n, m

is a basis of that sequence space, using the Closed Graph Theorem for
LF-spaces, we get that the expansion for every function f in the space G~

converges for the topology of G~.

To finish this section, we generalize Theorem 3.6 for the dual spaces
(G~)' (IX ~ 1).

Since the functions :t'~(t), e (1/2)11+wl/11 "I)'EG~ for IX~ 1, }'~O, and

wED, we can define the operators ~,: (G~)' ----> eN and :.?D: (G~)' ----> H(D)
by

~,(u)=(u, :t';;(t))"

:.?D(U)(W) = (u(t), e-(1/2 11 (/ hI/(I WII') for WE D.

Hence, dualizing parts (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3.6, we get

COROLLARY 3.8. The mapping

~: (G~)' ----> {(a"),, : Va> 1, II(a"),,lla = sup{ la"a"I'I} < x;}
"

is an isomorphism hetween these spaces. (In the space (G~)' we consider the
strong topology and in the sequence space, the Fri!Chet topology generated hy
the seminorms 11·11 a for a > 1.)

Finally, we characterize the range of the operator '?D acting on (G~)'.

COROLLARY 3.9. Let H(IX, D) (IX ~ 1) he the following suhspace of
analytic functions on the unit disc,

H(IX, D)= {FEH(D): Ve>O,

IIFII, = sup{ IF(K'll e -£.(1/(1 -lwll)II' I': wED} < ex},

endowed with the Frechet topology generated hy the seminorms 11·11" f, > O.
Then, the mapping

:.?D: (G~)' ----> H(rx, D)

is an isomorphism hetween these spaces (as in the previous corollary, in the
space (G~)' we consider the strong topology).

Proof By using Corollary 3.8 and Theorem C, it will be enough to
prove that an analytic function F belongs to the space H( IX, D) if and only
if its Taylor sequence (a"),, belongs to the sequence space

{(a"),, : Va > 1, II(a"),,lla = sup{ la"a "I'I} < x},
"
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(~ ) Let us write F( IV) = L" a" w". Since FE H( iX, D) and by using the
Cauchy formula, we get for every c > 0 a constant c, > 0 such that

for 0 < r < 1 and n E N.(1)"I I~,- I'll/II rll ll ' IIa" "(e e
r

From (3) of [GSI, p. 170J, it follows that

{
kl' - Ilk( 1 )k}1:(1./11 rll'l, "~C' f-I -r

e " In d k
k

"

(3.11 )

(3.12 )

for certain constant C> 0, which does not depend on £, r, and de> 0, which
does not depend on r.

Taking r=n/(n+k), we get r"(1-r)k~ek(kk/nk).Hence, from (3.11)
and (3.12), we have

Again, applying (3) of [GSI, p. 170J, we conclude that

(<=) From the hypothesis, for all a> 1 we get

IF(w)1 ~c<1 L a"'" 11I'I"~C<1 sup{a2
,,1' Iwl"}

"
for II' E D. (3.13 )

From (3) of [GS I, p. 170J, it follows that

o I, h . {k,knk}a-fl· Iwl"=eI2Iog<1j" Iwl"~Clwl"Inf-1 ----;jk
k a

(3.14 )

for certain constants C> 0, which does not depend on a, n, and da > 0,
which does not depend on n.

Since

(
1 ) -k

~C
k(1-lwl)

from (3.13) and (3.14), we get

for all n ~ 0,

I {k<,llk(I_IW1)k}
IF(w)1 ~ Ca inf d k •

k <1

Again applying (3) of GSI, p. 170J, we conclude that

IF(w)1 ~C<1eI210g<1)1I/(1-IWlljl'(U-II. I
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In Theorem 2.6 of [02], we stated the relation between the spaces Gil

and S + 13, that is, for f3 ~ 1, the space Gf3 is contained in the space S + Ii . 1.

Here, we show that for every f3 ~ 1, the result Gfl c S + fl- 1 is the best
possible, that is, GfJ is always different from the space S+Il-I, and S+Il- I
is the smallest space of type S+;', which contains the space Gil. To prove
this result, we give an estimate for the analytic function ''#'f)(f), when
f E S + Il or wqen f E Gil. These estimates are similar to those given in
Theorem 3.3 for the functions in the space G,.

To begin with, we recall the definition of the Gel'fand-Shilov spaces S: ,
S+fl, and S:fJ, defined on (0, +00):

S; = {fE'&"X((O,+oo)): :lA, Cp>O, Vk, p~O,

sup /tkfIP)(t)1 ~ CpAkk'k}
1>0

S+fJ={fE~X((O,+oc»::lB,Ck>O, Vk,p~O,

sup Itkf'Pl(t)1 ~ CkBPp'P}
1>0

S:fJ = {fE ~Y:((O, +00» : :lA, B, C> 0, Vk, P ~ 0,

sup Itkf'Pl(t)1 ~ CAkBPpkp fJP }.
1>0

A careful study of the proof of the Theorem 3.3 shows that the condition
9lw ~°can be slightly improved:

COROLLARY 4.1. Let fEG, and (J.~O. Then for every 8, -1<8<1,
there exist constants C, A > 0, which depend on 8 such that if wED and
9iw ~ 8, then

for all p~O.

Using Lemma 3.4, we can give an analogous estimate for the functions
in the space GfJ.

COROLLARY 4.2. Let f E Gil and f3 ~ 0. Then for every 8, - 1 < 8 < 1,
there exist constants C, A > 0, which depend on 8 such that if wED and
9lw ~ 8, then

for all p ~ 0.

64074 J-j
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Proof Given a function f E GIl, consider the functions g(t) =
((2<5') * (~( f)))( t), and h( t) = Jf' ~(.f)( t), and proceed as in the proof of
Corollary 3.5. I

Now, we extend the estimate in the previous corollaries for the functions
in the space S+II. To prove it, we use the Cauchy formula. As a conse
quence, this estimate is stated for the complex numbers in a certain Stolz
angle contained inside the unit disc, It should be noted that the estimates
for the functions in the space GIl were proved for the complex numbers in
a half-disc, This difference is me key to proving that the result GIl c S + Il·· I

is the best possible.

THEOREM 4.3. Let f E S + II, f1 ~ 0, and A fl. 'I (- I < 0 < I, I < IJ) he the
portion of the Stolz angle contained in the half-plane 9tw ~ 0, that is,

{
II - 11'1 }Afl ry = WED: 9tw~ 0, -1--<1] .. -111'1

Then there exist constants C, A > 0 (which depend on e, 1]) such that

for p ~ 0 and 11' E A fl. ry'

(By continuity, these hound~ remain true for 11' = I.)

Proof As f E S +/1, we get

(4.1 )

for certain constants M, B> O. Integrating by parts in the expression of the
function ~D(.f), we have

P I (1- 11')"'+ I
~D(f)(W) = I. pm)(o) 2 --..

m~{) 1+ H'

+ (2 1- W)P j'1 fIP)(t) e 1121111 + "1/11 "·))1 dt.
1+ w ()

We put

P - I (I _IV)'" + I
h(w) = L f1m)(0) 2--

m~{) I+tv

and

(
1 - W)P f xg(w)= 2-- fIP)(t)e·-11/21111+"'I/(I-w))'dt.
1+ 11' ()

(4.2 )
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If 91w ~ 8, from (4.1) and (3.8), we get

P- I I (( 1 W)"'+ l)(Pl/jh(P)(w)1 ~ m~o J(ml(O) 2 I ~ w

P- I 4M(4B)m mflm(m + 1) .. · (m + p)
~ "m7:o 11 + l1'l m

+ p + I

p I

~Co L (4B)mm flm(m+p)P
m=O

for, certain constants C, A > 0 depending on 8.
From (4.1) and (4.2), it is straightforward that

(
11- WI)PIg(w)1 ~ C -- (B')P pfJP
II +»'1
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(4.3 )

for certain constants C, B' > O.
To estimate the derivatives of the function g, we use the Cauchy formula.
For every WE .do. ~, we put T.. for the circle with center at wand radius

r = 11 - wilY/po, where Po = max {I, 2« I - 8)/(l + 8»)}. From the definition
of the Stolz angle, it fonows that r.. is contained into D. For' E Tw , we get

11 - 'I r + 11 - wi 1
-I--vI ~ ~ + y/Po
W-(, r

11 - wi 1+ 8 8 - 1
91'~9tw---~91w- (1-lwl)~--.

y/Po 2( I - 8) 2

Hence, from the Cauchy formula, (4.3), and (4.4), we get

Ig(P)(w)/ = I~ f g(O d'i
2m r. (w - OP+ I

~ p! f I g«() I"'-2 ( V)P+ I Id'ln r. w- (,

~ C(B')P pf1p p! f (_I_)P (11 - 'I)P _1_ Id'l
'" 2n r. 11 +'1 w-' Iw-'I
~ C(Co(l + Pol]) B'jP p(fJ+ lip

(4.4 )

and the theorem is proved. I
Taking into account that S: x - I C S +> I (l S~ = S +> - I (l G., we obtain

from Coronary 4.1 and Theorem 4.3
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let fES;' I,:x;?: I, and /1/) (0<0<n:/2) he the
portion of the symmetric angle with vertex in I and amplitude 0 contained in
the unit disc, that is,

.'l'o= {wED: larg(l-w)1 ~e}.

Then there exist constants C, A > 0 (which depend on 0) such that

for p;?: 0 and 11' E.,/;).

The difference between this corollary and Corollary 3.5 should be noted.
Here, we are able to prove the estimate only for the complex numbers in
an angle. If this estimate were proved for all complex numbers in the unit
disc, we would get the equality between the spaces G~ and S;' 1

Now, we are ready to state the main results in this section. First, for
fJ;?: I, we prove that Gil i= S + II I.

LEMMA 4.5, For every /3;?: I, ther~ exists a .Iimction IE S + II I which
does not helong to Gil'

Proof Indeed, let g be a ~' function with support contained in [0, 1]
and satisfying

and

for p;?: 0 (4.5)

I

f e lii2)'g(x)dx=0.
()

(4.6)

Since g has compact support, it follows that gEG II . But from (4.5), we get
g ¢ Gil. Hence, g E GIi and g ¢ G~. From Corollaries 4.1 and 3.5, there exist
two sequences (w"),,, (p"),,, such that (11'"),, is a sequence of complex
numbers in the unit disc, with lim" ~ " II'" = I, and (p"),, is a sequence of
nonnegative integers for which

We put

((
I + i). 1 .,) (f = 2 b + ( - i) (j * (.1,. 0 g)).

From (4.6), it follows that (./" o( g))(O) = 0, and hence, we get

(
I + i) 1 ( ,f(t)= -2- (·/'.o(g))(t)+( -i) ·f"o(g)) (f).

(4.7 )

(4.8)
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Since g E Gp, from Theorem B, we get that .fE eUi2ItGII . As Gil c S + /1 I and
eUi2 /IS + (I- I C S + P - 1, we have .fE S + 11- '.

Now, we see that f rj: G/!.
From Lemma 3.4, we get .9>D(f)(W)=.9>D(g)(iW), hence, (4.7) gives

1(.9>D(f»IPnl (iwn)1 ~ nnPnp~"n.

SO, .9>D(f)(w) cannot satisfy Corollary 4.2 for () = -1. So, the lemma is
proved. I

It should be noted that in the previous proof the function f in (4.8) can
be changed to fz defined by

for z any complex number in the unit circle different from 1. From
Theorem B, the function fz satisfies fz E e(1'2)((l + z)/(1 - ZIlIGfI, but f: rj: GIl.

Thus, we have proved that for any p~ 1 and any complex number z in the
unit circle different from 1, the space Gil is not closed under multiplication
by e(1/2)11I + :)/11 - zll'.

Now, we prove that S + II f is the smallest space of type S +?, which
contains the space G/!.

LEMMA 4.6. Let f3 ~ 1. Then for every}' < p there exists a function f E Gil

which does not belong to S +;' - I.

Proof Let a > 1, and aD = - L,,? I a- "IP. Let us consider the function F( w)

=aD + L,,? 1 a -n' PWn . We can write F(w) = (l - w) L" (L:~" + 1 a "'II) wn.

Hence, by Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.6, there exists a function f E Gi: such
that F = .9>D(f). SO, f E Gfi.

Given y < p, from Theorem 4.3, to prove that f rj: S +;' - I, it is enough to
prove that there exist constant C, A > 0 such that

But

JFlpl( 1)1 = L n(n - 1) .. · (n- p + 1) a "II/

~ I (n - p)P a "I P
"~p

for all 11 such that 11 ~ p. Taking 11 = [pl/] + p, the lemma is proved. I
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